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PREFACE

THrS BOOK rS A COLLABORATTON between a European political scientist and an
American anthropologist. Despite our different disciplinary backgrounds, each
ofus has a strong interest in the culture, histor¡ psychology, and structure of
social movements and political organizations. Zúquete has written about the
"missionary politics" of populist movements and issues of identity and culture
in contemporary times; Lindholm has written about charisma and authenticity
and has made cross-national studies of power and compliance. In conversa-
tions about our own worh we realized that although the world-saving groups
we were studying often present themselves as totally opposed to one another,
they seem to share a great deal, structurall¡ ideologicall¡ and experientially.
These similarities were ignored bymost studies, so we decided to explore them.
The resulting text is a truly cooperative endeavor. Each ofthe authors has sub-
stantially contributed to every chapter, and we have shared the burdens and
pleasures of reading, commenting, and editing through many drafts. At times
the labor did feel of worldwide proportions due to the abundance and enor-
mous variety of material and sources at hand. "yours in struggle!" soon became
a common way of ending our many e-mail exchanges. Maþe the reader will
appreciate the irony. We certainly do.

while the book was written, the world, at least according to the media,
seemed to be on the verge of an abyss. Dark predictions about the future
loomed everywhere. It looked as though the lonely bearded man standing on the
corner of the street holding a sign proclaiming the imminent end of the world
was right after all. Prophecies of disasteç of course, are as old as humankind.
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But the beginning of the twenty-first century seemed especially prone to dismal

predictions about the environment, the global economy, or the explosion of
religious and ethnic conflicts. It was as if the "struggle for the world" was the

struggle to redeem a world that was already ruined. The book is our reflection

on and analysis of these fears and anxieties, which, although specific to the

era, are universal in their implications. Our aim is to shed light on the ways in

which people imagine salvation from the ills of today and pursue a better world

in the future.

In order to give credit to the actors' own understandings and experiences,

we have used the methodology of "archival anthropology." Most of our data

come directly from the ways the groups portray themselves in their internal

communiqués, their propaganda, their statements of purpose, and other pub-

lic presentations and perforrnances. We have also used member's personal ac-

counts, and we have referred as well to commentaries from writers who have

had firsthand experience of the particular movement. Whenever possible, we

have read these texts and accounts in their original languages (English, French,

Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish).

From our analysis ofa wide variety ofconcrete cases, we reveal the funda-

mental similarities existing among movements that look very different on the

surface. Our intent is to take an initial, but essential, step to a comprehensive

and realistic understanding of the political and spiritual climate of our times.

At the end of our project, after identifying the shared features, dynamics, and

goals of utopian resistance to globalization, we summarize our findings, con-

sider why these commonalities exist, and interpret their implications.

Our task in this book is not to judge the validity or morality of any of the

antiglobalization movements that we discuss. Although we do not see ourselves

as detached observers standing on Olympian heights, for the most part we have

foresworn enthusiastic endorsements as well as expressions of skepticism or

scorn. Our goal has simply been to illustrate, contextualize, compare, and make

some sense of some of the most powerful alternatives to globalization. Whether

readers like the destination, we hope they will still enjoy the ride.

We very much appreciate the support and wise advice of our editor at Stanford

University Press, Kate Wahl. We are also glad to have had the pleasure of working

with fennifer Helé. foa Suorez was always very helpful in getting the manuscript

ready for publication, as was our expert copyeditor, Margaret Pinette.
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We are grateful as well to the two anotìymous reviewers who commented

on the manuscript and suggested ways of improving it. We thank those who, at

one point or another, took their time to cotnment on drafts or generously pro-

vided us with original material: )ohn Barnes, Nigel Copse¡ Carlos de la Torre,

Sarah Garton, fenny Huberman, Courtney Jung, Pierre Krebs, Siv Lie, Richard

Loren, Nancy Postero, Matt Stefon, Marco Tarchi, Michael Walker, Rob Weller,

Lew Wurgaft, and Bernard Yack. A great deal ofthe research for the book was

done at Harvard Universit¡ and we are much indebted to the staff at Widener

Library as well to the Center for European Studies and its executive director,

Trisha Craig. We are also obliged to Deirdre Habershaw at Boston University

for her diligent work in preparing the manuscript.

Finally, we would like to express our gratitude to our families for sustaining

us throughout this journey: António Zúquete, the Silveira Zúquete family, and

Cherry Lindholm. To all of them, as always, our thanks.


